The first objection is that taking this step would result in a higher number of phonetic symbols for a2 than for any other vowel of the IPA chart, i.e. three for the front, central and back unrounded realizations, three for their rounded cognates, and the symbol [u], and that all back vowels are specified for the same retraction degree.
This argument could be extended to the acoustic-auditory domain. In this respect, Barry & Trouvain make the point that the greater perceptual distance between front and back vowels if close rather than open becomes negligible if we discard the effect of lip rounding (see also Catford 1988: 135) . Thus, the perceptual distance between, let us say, [y] and [u] and between [i] and [¨] is not twice as much as that between [a] and [A] . The case seems to be, however, that, even if we factor out the lip rounding effect, the acoustic distance between the front and back correlates of close and mid vowels is often greater than that between open front and back vowels. Spectral data reported by Ladefoged (1967) (Delattre 1965 , Disner 1983 . Evidence in support of the claim that the perceptual distance between front and back a2 is smaller than that between closer front and back vowels may also be gathered from experiments on Cardinal Vowels performed by Ladefoged (1967) : in a perception experiment, 18 experienced phoneticians were far from consistent in locating Gaelic /a/ along the front-back dimension in the vowel space; on the other hand, 11 experienced phoneticians' productions of Cardinal . In these circumstances, we could apply the principle that 'in cases where the principal members of vowel phonemes are not cardinal vowels, the cardinal vowel letters . . . should be used, as far as possible, to represent vowels lying within certain areas in the vowel figure' (Jones 1972: 52) , and also that 'languages may use vowels which are similar to, but not as peripheral as, the reference points indicated by the cardinal vowels' (IPA 1999: 13 
